
  Welcoming   Contemporary   Multi-Functional   Accessible 

Modern & Comfortable Professional Meeting & Working Facilities 



CONFERENCE
ROOM   

Great AV Technology
Spacious
Natural Lighting
Multi-functional

Seat up to 80 people theatre style, or in 
workshop groups around rectangular 
tables, with amazing AV technology via 
an easy to use wall mounted control 
panel. 

Colours on the big video screens 
are vibrant and realistic, video 
conferencing cameras allow you to 
show the presenter or the audience 
in the room, and the multi-
directional ceiling-mounted 
video conferencing microphones 
capture even the quietest speaker in 
the far corner of the venue. 

Be in awe of the crystal clear sound 
from the ceiling speakers and your 
guests won’t miss a word from the 
presenter. 

Infrared Wi-Fi hearing assistance devices 
are also available for people who are 
hearing impaired, so that they can have 
an enjoyable and satisfying experience 
listening to your presentation.



CONFERENCE
KITCHEN   

Adjacent to the conference
room, the kitchen has a
modern design with folding
glass servery doors enabling
sight through to the
conference room on one side,
and another window with
external servery window
overlooking the courtyard and
garden. 

Kitchen hire includes use of
the entire kitchen, kitchen
equipment, catering kit and
urn.

AV Equipment with large 2M wide
wall-mounted video screen
Video conferencing cameras front and
back of the room
Ceiling-mounted microphones and
speakers 
Lectern with light and microphone
10 x mobile flip flop tables
80 chairs
2 x fixed leg tables

INCLUDED IN YOUR HIRE OF THE
CONFERENCE ROOM



BOARD OR
MEETING
ROOM

Modern, 
Polished, 
Professional

Seat up to 10 people around 
a modern meeting table, with 75” 
TV monitor with built in 
video conferencing camera, 
microphone and speakers.

TRAINING OR
WORKSHOP
ROOM

Modern
Comfortable
Collaborative

Seat up to 24 people theatre 
style, or easily set up 
in classroom or workshop 
style. Equipment includes 
an 86” TV monitor with 
built in camera, 
microphone and speakers, 
plus wall mounted 
whiteboards (with two at 
wheelchair user height)



COUNSELLING
OR
INTERVIEW
ROOM

Contemporary
Calming
Cosy
Welcoming casual room with
2.5- seater lounge and large
armchair with coffee tables
for meet and greet o one-on-
one interviews or counselling
sessions. 

PROJECT OR
COLLABORATION
OFFICE

Private 
Professional
Collaborative

Seat up to 4 people at a
large workstation with
central privacy screens,
within a private space
which can serve as an
extra office during a
busy campaign, or a
separate space where a
team can chat and
brainstorm without
interrupting others.



CO-WORKING
SPACE / 
HOT DESKS

A contemporary space to give
you the freedom to work when it
suits you in a modern work
setting with free Wi-Fi, scanning
and amenities. This private
workspace can be booked on a
daily, weekly or monthly basis,
and a package of business
services can be negotiated to
meet your specific requirements.
Ask us for details. 

FOCUS ROOM

Private
Productive
Small counter and chair, suited to private work,
acoustically private space for video meetings,
phone calls or to focus on an important task
for a short period of time without
interruptions. 

Alternatively, allow you or your
event guests to take an important
phone or video call in privacy.


